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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Interior design is a rapidly growing profession.
As people become more aware of the need for well designed
interiors, the demand for qualified interior design professionals increases.

In the past, residences provided most

of the employment opportunities available to interior designers.

More recently, individuals in business have re-

alized the need for professional guidance in the design of
non-residential or commercial interiors.
The self-taught "decorator" has made way for the
trained interior designer.

Interior Design organizations,

including the American Society of Interior Designers, have
set guidelines for members concerning business and professional management.

A second organization which is com-

prised of commercial designers is the Institute of Business
Designers.

The Institute of Business Designers is based on

the belief that "contract design is a profession for which
rigorous artistic, technical and business principles are
absolutely'necessary" (1:88).

Interior designers applying

for membership in either organization must meet strict requirements including educational training and no less than
one year of practical experience in the field of interior
1

design (2:11).

Further, these organizations ultimately re-

quire members to pass the examination for licensing with
the National Council for Interior Design Qualification,
. . . a separately incorporated organization whose concerns are the development and maintenance of standards
of practice in the field of Interior Design through
professional performance testing and the establishment
of national standards of legal qualification (3).
Statement of the Problem
With increasing opportunities available to designers, some professionals may have specialized in a particular aspect of interior design, residential or commercial.
Specialization is not mandatory in the interior design profession as many interior designers are active in both residential and commercial design.

It is true, however, that

specialization implies "important differences in temperament, working habits and business conduct" (4:16).
The principal focus of this study is to compare the
differences between methods used by interior designers in
working with residential clients and non-residential or
commercial clients based on data obtained from the survev
developed for the study.
sections.

The survey was divided into two

Part I, a questionnaire, was designed to obtain

information related to the interior designer's business and
professional relationship with his clients.

Included in

the first section were questions concerning budget ranges,
presentation techniques used by the designer, and time allotment for residential and commercial design problems.

The survey also included questions pertaining to demographic characteristics of the interior designer.
Part II of the survey consisted of two design problems: one residential and the other commercial.

The design-

er was asked to respond to only one problem by 1) listing
problem solving techniques which he employed, and 2) listing the most important design alternatives for the solution
of the design problem.

The survey was mailed to members

listed in the 1978 edition of the Texas Chapter of the
American Society of Interior Designers which includes all
areas of the state except Houston.

Houston is associated

with the Gulf States Chapter of the organization.
Purpose of the Study
The main function of the interior designer is to
provide a service to his clients--fulfilling the client's
wants and requirements, while keeping within the limits of
good design.

The purpose of this study is to compare dif-

ferent professional relationships resulting between interior designers and their clients.

As has been stated, a

comparison is made between business practices used by interior designers in residential and commercial design based
on data obtained from the survey.

Presentation techniques

used by design professionals are also compared.

Another

purpose is to discuss and analyze data concerning problem
solving techniques used by the interior designers surveyed.

Need for the Study
The field of interior design as distinguished from
"decoration" is relatively new as a serious profession.
For that reason, there has been little research pertaining
to the interior design profession (5:ix).

This study was

designed to obtain information concerning different professional relationships which arise between interior designers and their clients.

Previous studies in this area have

dealt with case studies and related design fields including
industrial design (6).
Hypothesis
One null hypothesis, which included five factors,
was tested.

The factors included may determine differences

which occur in the working relationships between designers
and clients.
Hypothesis:

The hypothesis stated in the null is:
There is no significant difference between

working with a residential client and a non-residential
client based on designer response to survey questions concerning :
a.

the amount of time spent on design projects.

b.

budgets for design projects.

c.

contractual procedures.

d.

presentation techniques used in design proj ects.

e.

the educational background of the interior designer.

Definition of Terms
Residential:

The design for the private living environ-

ment or home of individuals or individual families
(5:xii) .
Non-Residential:

Design which includes all areas of con-

cern to the business world, institutions, and government.

Non-residential is often referred to as

commercial or contract design (5:xii).
Professional:

One who earns a living from a specified oc-

cupation (interior design) which requires advance
education and training (7).
Interior Designer:

One who is trained and educated in the

interior design profession.

An interior designer

is concerned with the aesthetic, functional, and
psychological questions of the interior of a struc
ture, as well as the individual character of
spaces (5:xi).
Design Criteria for Interior Design:

Although the designs

may vary depending upon the project, there are a
number of criteria which the designer should consider concerning the design:
The client's needs and desires
Budget limitations
Location of the space and its relationship to
adjoining spaces
The main activity in the space

Traffic and circulation patterns
Special requirements for the space
Lighting
Acoustics, heating and air conditioning
Maintenance
Proper materials--economical, available
Climatic considerations
Mood or atmosphere

(5:144-145)
(8:21-22)

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Background
Man's desire to create a pleasant environment is
probably as old as our civilization, but interior design as a profession is a relatively new field, especially in the United States. (5:xi)
Before the nineteenth century interior design was
virtually unknown.

Only the very wealthy could afford or

even thought of having their homes "decorated."

Architects

were usually concerned with the total design of a structure, but frequently put minor emphasis on the interiors.
With the advent of the industrial revolution, a new middle
class emerged and the desire for a better environment became apparent.

This new class of people had a rising de-

mand for professional assistance in designing their environment, including the interiors of homes and public spaces.
The people who began concerning themselves with the inte riors became known as "interior decorators."
By the 1900's interior decorating had become a
recognized profession.

Many individuals were beginning to

realize that interiors are important for their aesthetic
quality as well as meeting functional needs.

Researchers

began to examine the psychological aspects of interior
7
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design which aided in changing the direction of the profession.

Unfortunately, many people from upholsterers to house

painters called themselves "decorators."

Even to this day,

this misnomer has not completely disappeared.

The young pro-

fession alarmed by its unprofessional competition, decided
to change its name to that of "interior design" (9:50). But
a change of title alone could not give the profession the
respectability its members desired.

Education and training

were also needed to set the standards for which these designers were striving.
Even with new guidelines, interior design is not a
static field with clearly defined boundaries.
The interior designer's function--to plan, design, and
execute interiors of all kinds--encompasses a wide variety of services, a wide variety of business organizations offering such services, and a wide variety of
collaborative arrangements. (4:16)
Basically, one can classify two major areas in the field:
residential and non-residential interior design.
Residential Interior Design
Residential interior design is the design of the
private living environment of individuals or individual families.

The living environment is highly personal space and

should reflect the client's interests and personal preferences.

The main function of the designer in residential de-

sign is to offer guidance to the client in creating a desirable home environment (5:149).

The designer may spend more time in solving particular or one-of-a-kind details to meet the individual's
needs.

This individualization may have a decisive bearing

on the economic or financial rationalization of the work.
Residential interior design may encompass a part or a whole
residence.

It may entail all or only part of the functions

involved in creating the space (4:16).
is rarely on a large scale.

Residential design

Interior designers specializing

in residential design often work as individuals, or maintain small offices (5:15).

But, designers working in large

design firms may also spend time in residential design work.
Non-Residential Interior Design
The second division of interior design is nonresidential design.

This includes what is often referred

to as commercial design--offices, stores, institutions, restaurants, and other business or public spaces.

In the in-

terior design field, non-residential work is sometimes called
"contract" design, implying a more formalized and precise
business relationship between the client and designer; and
a different purchasing procedure for the characteristically
larger quantities of goods and services involved (4:17).
While the "contract" normally used in residential design is
an informal letter or verbal agreement; typically, the contract utilized for commmercial design is a more formal document in which a professional fee is clearly specified for
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services performed by the interior designer (10:97).
Because of the magnitude of opportunities existing
within the area of commercial design, there may be further
specialization by designers.

Design firms may choose to de-

sign only banks, hotels, or offices.

As in residential de-

sign, the client is of great importance to the designer.
The business community has come to accept the crucial
importance of good professional interior design in determining the success of commercial enterprises. The
client is not, as in residential work, the only person
to be satisfied. The designer has also to consider the
client's client--or his customer, his employees, and
the public in general. (4:18)
The designer must also consider the image the client wishes
the business to portray and how the public will react to
that image.

Often the image or mood conveyed by the interi-

or may almost dominate all other considerations (5:157).
Working Relationships Between
Interior Designer and Client
Since the client is the beginning of any job in interior design, the relationship between the client and the
designer is paramount.

The designer's main responsibility

to his client is to offer his knowledge and service in
solving the design problem (11:20-21).

The fulfillment of

these responsibilities is of the utmost importance to the
designer as well as the client.
In making residential interior design, the designer
should make a comprehensive analysis of the client's lifestyle, his needs, tastes and personality.

In commercial
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work, the designer should study the client's job requirements, size of his business, and the interrelations between
individuals, departments, and the public (5:147).

In either

type of design work, the client's needs will vary with each
problem the interior designer undertakes.
In order to maintain his clientele, the interior
designer must allow for complete client confidence.

During

the course of working with the client, the designer must
convince the client of the following:
His broad knowledge of every aspect of interior design;
his broad knowledge of a practical understanding of materials and construction methods used in the execution
of an interior design; a definite and consistent method
of business operation. (6:27)
The interior designer should make extensive analysis of the interior space and its intended use.

Drawing

upon his historical as well as practical knowledge, the designer will need to determine furniture requirements, lighting, circulation, and other aspects necessary to contribute
to the success of the interior.

The designer must research

the social-psychological implications of the space--how it
will affect human behavior (12:663-664).

The functional

planning of the space is the first objective of the designer.

Once he has met the functional needs, he may then de-

vote his attention to other design factors including aesthetics, which will contribute to the overall design of the
space.

Although the designer will usually have style pre-

ferences of his own, he must not let them interfere with the
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needs and requirements of the client provided they are within the limits of good taste (11:24).
The designer may want to record vital information
concerning the interior and the client in an efficient form
so that he may refer to his notes as necessary during the
course of the design.

These records may also be utilized in

follow-up work or similar design jobs (12:646-649).

Infor-

mation such as size and dimensions of the space, and color
preferences of the client will help determine the direction
the interior designer may take in solving the design problem.

The designer will want to prepare an overall plan for

the space.
Design as a Problem Solving Process
Design encompasses items from minute detail on one
extreme to large and involved undertakings on the other.
(13:58)
Yet all aspects of design are related in their concept and
planning processes.
specific problem.

Design should be the solution to a
Every interior has some function and pur-

pose, and the designer must deal with that function in
solving the design problem (5:144).

The designer should

follow the problem solving process in order to achieve a
satisfying solution.

The design process can be stated in

eight steps:
1.

Problem Identification

2.

Preliminary Analysis and Research
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3.

Design Alternatives

4.

Analysis

5.

Design Specification

6.

Design Supervision

7.

Design Solution

8.

Evaluation

(13:60-61)

Problem identification establishes the criteria of the problem, usually originated by the client.

The use of the in-

terior should be determined including special requirements
such as its relation to other spaces, traffic patterns, and
color preferences of the client.

The budget is established

in this step (14).
In the preliminary analysis and research the designer begins to determine which materials are necessary, and
if any, construction requirements.

Similar documented ex-

periences should be analyzed and researched to aid in formulating ideas.

A professional designer who follows the de-

sign process will not suggest colors, products, or other
design solutions until the client's priorities and problem
are thoroughly understood (2:11).
Design alternatives is the stage at which ideas are
carefully examined and rejected or accepted by the designer.
The interior designer should then develop plans, drawings,
and other media necessary for the presentation of design alternatives to the client.

The presentation of well-prepared

plans allows the designer to visually communicate his ideas
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to the client.

The client's participation in solving the

design problem is essential, and may only be achieved through
his complete understanding of the proposed ideas of the designer (5:401).
The presentation material may be in the form of
rough sketches or elaborately drawn renderings depending
upon the individual designer and the type of design job.
Usually the designer will want to include a floor plan and
samples of materials such as fabrics and floor coverings as
part of the presentation.

In many cases, perspectives, ele-

vations, or even scale models are also used (12:654),

Al-

though presentations are distinctly different from working
drawings and contract documents, cost analysis and product
specifications may often be incorporated in the presentation
(5:402).
In the analysis step, careful evaluation of the design alternative is conducted.

The interior designer should

determine how to execute the specific design chosen, and if
necessary, prepare detailed working drawings or models.
Minor changes may be required in the plans to comply with
building code requirements and regulations concerning mechanical aspects such as lighting.
Design specifications are an important step in the
process.

Once materials have been chosen, the designer must

record exact costs, styles, colors and other necessary information for ordering and installation (5:342).

Design
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supervision should be applied during all phases of the design process, but is especially important during the ordering, receiving, and installation of materials.
The design solution is the end result.
signer's professional service has not ended.

But the de

After a period

of time, the designer should evaluate the end results to determine the effectiveness of the design solution.

The eval

uation may give new insights to the design process, which
should then be applied to the solution of future design
problems.

The evaluation may not be a formal questionnaire

The fact that many clients return to the same designer for
further design work is a type of evaluation (13:91).
It is the designer's responsibility to communicate
with the client during every phase of the design process.
The designer should be honest with the client informing hijn
of drawbacks as well as advantages of the alternatives.

In

turn, the designer should expect professional respect and
honesty from his client (14).
Costs Analysis
The breakdown of costs is vitally important to the
client as well as to the interior designer.

The client and

the designer need to be aware of the financial limitations
for the project which should be determined during the first
consultations.

No interior designer should accept a design

job without knowing the budget.
Each situation demands a special agreement which i:
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usually in the form of a contract or letter.

Allowances

should be made for variances in particulars and base points
included in the design service.

These should include interi-

or designer's services extending to: the initial project
study, consultation with client principals, analysis of architectural and mechanical plans, budget statements, design
concepts and presentations (15:148).

The decision must be

made as to which furnishings and accessories are needed to
successfully complete the design and remain within the projected budget.

Costs for furnishings are varied and flex-

ible depending on suppliers.

Additionally, detailed infor-

mation about deposits and payments, contract termination
terms, reimbursement of out-of-pocket expenses, and the like
should be stated clearly in the contract (9:35-36).
There are several methods by which the interior designer may charge his clients for services.

These methods

may vary depending upon the design project.

One method is

the retail price system in which the interior designer purchases merchandise at wholesale costs and then sells it to
the client at retail prices.

This method has been the most

widely used for interior "decorating."

But it is considered

inadequate for today's more complicated interior design practices.

Interior design encompasses more than the purchasing

of furnishings.

Endless paperwork, supervision of contrac-

tors, building modifications, installation of furnishings
are not provided for in the retail method of charging.

The
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interior designer actually is paid nothing for services other
than the purchasing of merchandise (10:96).
Another

system is the percentage fee.

Again, the

designer buys merchandise at wholesale costs, but then he
resells it to the client at the same price.

The designer

adds an established percentage of the total cost of the installation as fees for his services.

Thus, the designer re-

ceives a professional fee for services rendered as well as a
fair compensation for providing the furnishings.

The per-

centage may vary depending on the scope and cost of the project.

For professional interior designers this method has

become the most acceptable (11:32).
A third system of charging is the fixed fee in which
the designer estimates the amount of time the project will
take.

Based upon that estimate, he will charge a fixed amount

for his services.

This method is often popular with clients,

since they know from the beginning of the project what the
costs will be.

But using the fixed fee method can be a prob-

lem for the designer.

The budget of the project may increase

due to inflation or unexpected problems which may double or
even triple the costs.

If costs should increase, the design-

er is usually stuck with half of what would be a proper fee
and could ultimately lose money.

Whichever method the pro-

fessional designer chooses to use, he m.ay charge an extra
fee for special services such as consultation (10:9^).
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Business Practices Used by the Interior Designer
The business practices used by the interior designer can affect how successful he may be in working with clients.

Modern business practices range from work done by

individual designers without a staff, to work done in a
very large design or architectural office.

Each office,

in fact, each individual, uses somewhat differing procedures and approaches to the performance of design services
(5:388).

Many persons believe that the ideal of indepen-

dence is to operate a business of one's own.

One then

works for himself; and time and profits are within the individual's control (16:92).

The success of owning and man-

aging a design office relates to the designer's background
and his understanding of business procedures and practices;
which may also affect the type of business he may choose
to operate (17:1).
There are three basic types of business the interior designer may choose to maintain.

The first type of

business is the home studio or home office.

The studio is

a part of the designer's residence set aside for his business.

There are several advantages to the home studio.

Usually, the capital required is minimal, with practically no outlay for rent, decor, furnishings, equipment, and
continuing overhead.

If tastefully furnished, the design-

er's residence can serve as a showcase for his work and
talent (4:28) .
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There are also disadvantages to the home studio.
The image of a home studio may not sit well with businessmen, therefore, it may not be a helpful base to work from
if the designer wants to do commercial work.

The location

of the designer's home may not be in a suitable location in
relationship to other businesses, clients, or suppliers.
The flow of clients, deliverymen, and employees can disrupt the private residential area.

In many communities,

zoning laws prohibit the use of a residence for business
purposes (4:28) .
The second type of business is the business office.
The successful operation of a business often depends upon
the facade it presents to its clients.
There is no question that a design office located in
a good business area gives the impression of a sound
and businesslike organization, especially in mietropolitan areas. This kind of arrangement gives potential clients a feeling of security and prevents them
from speculating that the business is a part-time
avocation. (4:28)
The location of the office usually depends upon the conditions in the community.

In large cities where the trade

showrooms may be centralized, the designer may save time
and money by locating his office nearby.

If a trade cen-

ter does not exist, the designer must consider other important factors such as the convenience to his clients or
potential clients, and the attractiveness of the neighborhood (4:29) .
The last type of business a designer may choose to
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or secretary and other designers.

Individual designers and

small offices can rarely handle projects of large scale,
therefore, much of their work is in residences, small offices, stores, or other spaces which may be of limited
scope.

Those designers with larger offices or associated

with large design or architectural firms can easily handle
the larger design problems presented to them by institutions, hotels, or large corporations (5:390).

If the de-

sign office is run efficiently with the aid of the interior designer's staff, he can respond to his clients as
quickly as possible no matter what the size of the design
proj act.
Good public relations will help the designer establish and maintain his clientele.
through numerous channels.

They may be achieved

Some of these channels may in-

clude hiring a public relations agent; membership in the
American Society of Interior Designers, the Institute of
Business Designers, or other professional organizations,
civic organizations, social clubs and other affiliations.
Interior designers may use publicity through professional
journals (6:19).

The designer may gain new clients through

the reputation of his business or previous work.

Other

business with which the designer may be associated might
refer clients to the designer.

Exposure to others, wheth-

er it be in business relationships or social gatherings,
can perpetuate the designer's business (6:19).
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A good design business enterprise is one in which
ideas and materials are brought together for the purpose
of producing a satisfying interior (16:92).

The success-

fully completed design is thought to be the result of good
rapport and communication between those who are responsible
for the total design picture including the interior designer and most importantly the client or clients.

The interi-

ors which are being created whether they be residential or
commercial, should reflect their function as well as satisfy the client.

Only then can the designer be successful

in his profession (9:34-35).

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Development of the Instrument
A copy of the questionnaire may be found in Appendix A.

Part A of the questionnaire consisted of thirty-

seven items pertaining to:
1.

Demographic characteristics of the respondents.

2.

Demographic characteristics regarding clients
as perceived by the respondents.

3.

Time and budget allotments in residential and
commercial design projects.

4.

Contractual procedures used by the respondents.

5.

Presentation techniques used by the respondents .

The majority of the questions in Part A were in a checklist format for the convenience of the respondents and for
ease in tabulation.

Some questions were in the form of

short answer, including two questions concerning the age
and profession of the clients that were perceived by the
des igners.
Part B of the questionnaire consisted of two design
problems.

The purpose of the design problems was to deter-

mine the designers' use of the problem solving process.
23
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One design problem was concerned with residential design,
and the other problem dealt with commercial interior design.

The subjects were asked to respond to only one of

the problems.

Responses to the design problems were sub-

jective, and, therefore, could not be analyzed by statistical methods.

Data obtained from Part B of the question-

naire was used to obtain information concerning problem
solving techniques employed by interior designers as well
as to determine different solutions which respondents believed were appropriate for the design problems.
A cover letter accompanying each questionnaire explained the purpose of the study.

Since the results of

the study relied on the accurate responses of the subjects,
the letter assured complete confidentiality.
Description of the Sample
Interior designers who were members of the 1978
Texas Chapter of the American Society of Interior Designers were selected as the population for the study.

The

Texas Chapter is comprised of six associations including
Amarillo, Abilene, Corpus Christi, Dallas-Ft. Worth, Lubbock, and San Antonio.

During the first week of danuary,

1979, questionnaires were mailed to 464 designers.

There

was a 17 percent response rate with a total of "1 subjects
responding to the questionnaire.

The response rate may have

been in part due to the amount of time required to complete

the questionnaire.

The standard response rate expected for

mail surveys is 19 to 20 percent.
Collection and Analysis of the Data
Along with the questionnaire, a cover letter and an
addressed, postage-paid return envelope were mailed to each
subject.

Information from the questionnaires of the sevent>'-

seven respondents was edited, coded, and transferred to data cards for computer analysis.
Frequency distributions were utilized in the analysis of the data.

Data were also analyzed using t-tests and

Pearson's product moment coefficient of correlation.

The

design problems given in Part B of the questionnaire were
hand tabulated; the responses are included in Chapter IV.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA
Characteristics of the Sample
Seventy-seven designers responded to the survey, of
which 45 percent were from the Dallas-Ft. Worth area.

The

number of years of professional experience of designers is
shown in Table 1.

Years of practical experience of design-

ers in interior design profession ranged from less than one
year to thirty-five years.

Seven percent of the respondents

had between thirty to thirty-five years of design experience,
Fifty-six percent of the respondents were male and 44 percent were female.
Information on the educational level of the respondents is provided in Table 2.

Data indicate that over

three-fourths of the respondents, 79 percent, had received
a college education.

Twelve percent of the subjects had

attended graduate school, and three percent of the respondents had only a high school education.
The type of educational training of the designers
included interior design, architecture, and business as indicated in Table 3.

Subjects could check one, two, or three

choices in response to the question concerning their educational training.

Seventy-nine percent of the designers had
26
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formal training in interior design.

Forty-nine percent of

the subjects had some education in art.

Eighty-four percent

of the respondents who checked art also indicated interior
design as part of their formal education.

The educational

levels of designers in Texas corresponded with high education
levels of designers on a national basis, which was indicated
by Schrock (18) in a study of university and college Inferior Design programs.
Forty-three percent of the respondents indicated
that they worked in a retail establishment.

Thirty-four

percent of the subjects had a business office outside their
home, while 23 percent had a home studio.
TABLE 1
NUMBER YEARS OF PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Professional Experience

Number Responding

Percent

5 years or less

14

18.2

6 years to 10 years

13

16.9

11 years to 15 years

11

14.3

16 years to 20 years

17

22 .0

21 years to 25 years

8

10.4

26 years to 30 years

9

11.7

30 years to 35 vears

5

6 .5

7"

100.0

Total

8
TABLE 2
EDUCATION LEVEL OF THE DESIGNER

Education Level of
the Designer

Number Responding'

Percent

High School

2

2.9

dunior College

4

5.5

College or University

61

79.6

Graduate School

_9_

12.0

76

100.0

Total

*The response was lower than that of the survey
because not all subjects responded to the question concerning education level.
TABLE 3
TYPE OF FORMAL TRAINING

Type of Training

Number Responding

Percent

6

7.8

Interior design

59

"9.2

Commercial design

15

19.5

Architecture

26

33.8

Art

38

49.3

Art history

10

13.0

Business

11

14. 5

Graphic design
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Tables 4A and 4B show the percentage of time designers spent in residential and commercial design.

Fifty-two

percent of the respondents spent 76 to 100 percent of their
time in residential design work.

Twenty-one percent of the

respondents spent the greatest percentage of their time in
the commercial field of interior design.
TABLE 4A
DESIGNER TIME SPENT IN RESIDENTIAL WORK

Amount of Time

Number Responding

Percent

None to 25 percent

13

16.9

26 to 50 percent

11

14.3

51 to 75 percent

13

15.9
51.9

76 to 100 percent
Total

77

100.0

TABLE 4B

DESIGNER TIME SPENT IN COMMERCIAL WORK

Amount of Time

Number Responding

Percent

None to 25 percent

41

55.. 5

26 to 50 percent

12

15, .6

51 to ''5 percent

S

10 .4

16

20 . 7

76 to 100 percent
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TABLE 4B — C o n t i n u e d

Amount of Time

Number Responding

Total

Percent

77

100.0

I n f o r m a t i o n c o n c e r n i n g t h e b u d g e t s of d e s i g n e r s
l o c a t e d i n T a b l e s 5A and 5B.

is

T h i r t y - n i n e p e r c e n t of t h e

r e s p o n d e n t s had a b u d g e t of 10,000 d o l l a r s to 20,000 d o l l a r s for r e s i d e n t i a l design p r o j e c t s .

Six p e r c e n t of t h e

r e s p o n d e n t s had a b u d g e t over 40,000 d o l l a r s f o r
tial

design p r o j e c t s .

c i a l design p r o j e c t s

residen-

D e s i g n e r s ' u s u a l budget f o r commerr a n g e d from l e s s t h a n 10,000

t o o v e r 60,000 d o l l a r s .

dollars

T w e n t y - f i v e p e r c e n t of t h e respon-

d e n t s had a commercial b u d g e t of 30,000 d o l l a r s t o 50,000
dollars.
Table 6 shows the number of personnel employed by
the designers.

A total of twenty-two percent of the re-

spondents had at least one student working as a member of
their office personnel.

The respondents indicated that 20

percent had another design professional working in their
office.

Results showed that most respondents who operated

their own business had no more than two or three employees
Indicated in Table 7 are the methods which help
secure new clientele for the respondents.

Ranked in the

order of importance, personal reference was ranked first
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by 44 percent of the respondents.

Referral from other bus-

iness was ranked most important by 34 percent of the subjects.

Advertising was the least important method for the

majority of the respondents.

TABLE 5A
USUAL BUDGET OF RESIDENTIAL DESIGN PROdECTS

Budget

Number Responding*

Percent

Less than 10,000
dollars

10

15.2

10.000 to 20,000
dollars

25

39.5

19

28.S

7

10.5

20.001 to

30,000

dollars
30,001 to 40,000
dollars
Over 40 ,000
dollars
Total

_J_
66

^•^
100.0

*The total number responding was lower than the to
tal response to the questionnaire because not all subjects
responded to this item.
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TABLE 5B
USUAL BUDGET OF COMMERCIAL DESIGN PROdECTS

Budget

Number Responding*

Percent

Less than 10 ,000
dollars

6

10.0

10.000 to 20,000
dollars

9

15.0

12

20.0

15

25.0

6

8.3

11

21.7

51

100.0

20.001 to 30,000
dollars
30,001 to

50,000

dollars

50,001 to 60,000
dollars
Over 60 ,000
dollars
Total

*The total number responding was lower than the to
tal response to the questionnaire because not all subjects
responded to this item.
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TABLE 6
PERSONNEL EMPLOYED BY THE DESIGNER

Number of Employees

Number Responding*

Percent

Secretary
one

26

33.8

2 to 4

4

5.2

5 to 6

_2^

2.6

Total

32

41.6

one

28

55.4

two

_2_

Bookkeeper
2.5

Total

30

39,0

one
to 4
Total

14

18.2

_3
17

3.9
22.1

15

19.5

12
3
2

15 .5
3.9
2.6

32

41.5

Student

Other design
Professionals
one
2 to 4
5 to 7
8 to 10
Total

*The questionnaire item did not apply to all re
spondents; therefore, totals were lower than the total
response for the survey.
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The location of the designers' initial meeting with
clients was most often in the clients' home or business office.

Fifty-nine percent of the respondents usually met in

the client's home, while 44 percent usually met at the client's business office.
When asked whether they show prospective clients
examples of previous work, 43 percent of the respondents
said no and 17 percent said yes.

Twenty percent of the re-

spondents sometimes show examples of their work to new clients.

Most respondents who said no, felt that clients came

to them because of their reputation as a designer.

Those

who did show examples used portfolios or photographs of
work, seldom actual projects.
The average age of clients as perceived by the respondents ranged from 30 years to over 50 years of age with
51 percent of the respondents stating that their clients
were between 41 and 50 years of age.

Seventeen percent of

the respondents reported that their clients were distributed
among several age groups.
The majority of the respondents, 73 percent, had
doctors or lawyers as clients.

Three percent of the re-

spondents worked with clients who are in the oil business,
while seven percent of the designers indicated that the
occupation of their clients was varied.

The occupation of

clients implied that most clients have a good income and
probably felt that they were able to afford the "luxury"
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of the services offered by interior designers.

Too, design-

ers may prefer working with clients who have higher incomes
due to similarities in social preferences and attitudes.
Sixty-five percent of the respondents indicated
that over 50 percent of their clients were female.

So, on-

ly 35 percent of the respondents stated that over 50 percent of their clients were male.
Information concerning contractual procedures used
by designers may be found in Table 8.

Formal written con-

tracts were used by 42 percent of the respondents.

Twenty-

six percent used an informal letter of agreement, and fourteen percent used a verbal agreement.

There are legal im-

plications involved in the use of a contract.

A written

contract or letter of agreement helps to protect the designer should the client decide to back out of an arrangement, thus saving the designer time and money as well as
possible legal problems.

The form of the contract employed

by most respondents was based on designer services and
purchases made by the client.

Fifteen percent of the re-

spondents charge a design fee and required retail purchases be made by the client.

Nine percent of the designers

based their services only on retail purchases made by the
client.

Twenty-six percent of the respondents required a

retainer for their services, while 35 percent did not require one.

Thirty-nine percent of the subjects sometimes

required a retainer depending upon the project.
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TABLE 8
CONTRACTUAL PROCEDURES USED BY THE DESIGNER

Type of Contract
Formal written
contract
Informal letter of
agreement
Invoice or written
estimate
Verbal agreement
Total

Number Responding*

Percent

32

41.5

20

26.0

10
73

13.0
14.3
94.9

17

22.1

11

14 . 3

22

28.6

12
7
4
73

15.6

94.9

20

26.0

Form of Contract
Cost plus
Design fee plus percentage or hourly
rate
Design service with
purchase by the
client
Design fee and retail
purchase
Retail sales only
Depends upon job
Total

9.1
5.2

Retainer

Yes
No

35.1
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TABLE 8 — C o n t i n u e d

Retainer

Number Responding*

Sometimes
Total

30_
77

Percent
38.9
100.0

*Some designers failed to respond to items pertaining to contractual procedures; therefore, the total response
was lower than the response to the survey.
Designers could respond with more than one answer
to the questionnaire item concerning presentation techn i q u e s ; therefore, the total response was higher than 77
as Table 9 indicates.

Of the respondents, 68 percent used

mechanical d r a w i n g s , p l a n s , and perspectives to present design solutions to their clients.

Thirty-one percent used

fabric, w a l l p a p e r , and other material samples; forty-eight
percent employed quick sketches.

Many respondents used

the samples in conjunction with sketches or floorplans and
elevations.
Eighty-four percent of the respondents presented
their designs to a single person or couple.

Seven percent

gave their presentation before a board of directors of a
firm, or a special committee.
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TABLE 9
PRESENTATION TECHNIQUES USED BY THE DESIGNER

Presentation Technique

Number Responding

Percent

Sketches

37

48.1

Drafting

52

67.5

9

11.7

23

31.2

6

7.8

Showrooms

1

1-3

Floorplans only

3

3.9

Photography
Samples
Color Layouts/
Renderings

Examination of the Hypothesis
The null hypothesis was tested using Pearson's
product moment coefficient of correlation and t-tests.
In order to test differences between interior designers
working with residential clients and commercial clients,
the respondents were divided into two groups based on the
percentage of time they spent in residential and commercial design.

A simple majority of over fifty percent time

spent in each type of design was used to determine the two
groups.

Sixty-nine percent of the respondents spent the

majority of their time in residential design.

Thirty-one

percent of the respondents spent over fifty percent of
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their time in commercial interior design.

The two groups

were used in the analysis of the hypothesis.
Hypothesis:

There is no significant difference between

working with a residential client and a non-residential
(commercial) client based on designer response to survey
questions concerning:
a.

the amount of time spent on design projects.

b.

budgets for design projects.

c.

contractual procedures.

d.

presentation techniques used in design projects.

e.

the educational background of the interior designer .

Although there was only one hypothesis, there were
five parts included in the hypothesis.

Each part was test-

ed separately, yet if one part was rejected or accepted,
the entire hypothesis was also rejected or accepted.
T-tests were used in the analysis of the budgets
for design projects.

The alternative hypothesis was ac-

cepted, since there was a difference at the .05 level of
significance between residential designers and commercial
designers concerning budgets for commercial design projects.

In other words, both groups spent time in commer-

cial and residential design.

Yet the group which was pri-

marily residential hadalower budget range for commercial
design work than the group which was primarily commercial.
The mean budget for the residential group was 53,254
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dollars, and the mean budget for the commercial group was
47,663 dollars.

There was a difference of 14,409 dollars

between the two groups for commercial projects.

There was

no significant difference between the two groups concerning budgets for residential projects.

The wide range of

projects and costs in commercial design may account for
the difference in budgets between designers who spent a
groat amount of their time in either residential or commercial design.
The educational background of the two groups was
also tested using t-tests.

There was no significant dif-

ference between the educational background of the residential group and the commercial group.
Pearson's product moment correlation coefficient
was used to analyze the two groups use of contractual procedures.

There was no significant relationship between

the two groups of designers and the contractual procedures
utilized.
Analysis of the Case Studies
Fifty percent of the 77 designers responded to
the case studies --part B of the questionnaire.

Twenty-

three designers responded to the residential design problem and 14 subjects reacted to the commercial design problem.
Of the designers who responded to the residential
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problem, nine listed problem solving steps, given in Table
10, and twenty-one respondents suggested alternatives for
the design solution which are shown in Table 11.

The most

important step in the design process listed by the respondents was the initial meeting with the client in his home
to determine the design problem.

Four designers listed

supervision of the installation of materials and furnishings.

Supervision is important because the designer should

ensure proper installation and use of specified materials.
The designer should be certain that the client is receiving
the materials and furnishings which were ordered.

Only

one designer included a follow-up as part of the process.
No one respondent listed more than five steps as compared
to the eight steps in the design process:
1.

Identification

2.

Preliminary Analysis and Research

3.

Design Alternatives

4.

Analysis

5.

Design Specification

6.

Design Supervision

7.

Design Solution

8.

Evaluation

(13:50-61)
(14)

In responding to the design problems, designers
may have listed only the steps which they considered the
most important rather than the complete design process.
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The directions for the case studies did not require a specific type of response.

Therefore, one cannot assume that

designers do not understand and use the process in their design work.
Alternatives for the design solution were varied.
Fifteen respondents suggested changing the wall color, and
thirteen respondents listed new carpet in neutral beige or
white.

Eight respondents suggested an actual change in

the floorplan which included eliminating the breakfast
nook to enlarge the living area (see floorplan included in
Appendix A ) .

Eighteen respondents proposed that the clients

re-upholster the existing furnishings or purchase new furnishings as the budget allowed.
Of the 14 designers who responded to the commercial design problem, eight listed problem solving steps
as Table 12 indicates.

Seven respondents offered alterna-

tives for the solution of the design, shown in Table 13.
As in the response to the residential design problem, the
eight respondents who listed steps in the design process
included the meeting with the client as the first step.
The establishment of the image desired by the client for
the project was listed by four respondents.

An important

step listed by one respondent was to interview the personnel in the client's employ.

Eight respondents agreed that

the presentation and client's approval of the design alternative was important.

Although considered a major step
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in the process, evaluation of the design was not listed by
any of the subjects.
Traditionally, the designer used his training and
experience to provide design services to the client, with
the assumption that the designer knew what was best for
the client.

Seldom was evaluation included in designer

services or thought to be necessary.

With the use of the

design process, evaluation is a major step.

Information

gained from the results of a design, good or bad, could be
used in the development of similar design work.
The respondents listed a variety of alternatives
for the solution of the commercial design problem, showing the diversity with which they approached the problem.
Three respondents suggested the use of office landscape or
an open plan.

Three designers were concerned with the ac-

tual materials for the project.

The use of built-in

shelving and cabinets were listed by two respondents.

One

designer suggested the installation of a rear entrance and
exit.
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TABLE 10
RESIDENTIAL DESIGN PROBLEM

Problem Solving Steps

Number Responding

1.

Meet with client in his home
Initial survey of the home
Sign contract

9
8
1

2.

Check measurements of the home
against the floorplan
Determine the color scheme

2
2

3.

Analysis and research of the problem

4

4.

Determine preliminary alternatives
Specifications
Determine costs

9
9
2

5.

Presentation

5

6.

Revision, if necessary

2

7.

Client approval
Sign contract

4
1

8.

Order materials
Hire subcontractors, if needed

4
4

9.

Supervise installation of materials

4

Follow-up

1

10.

TABLE 11
RESIDENTIAL DESIGN PROBLEM

Design Alternatives
Eliminate breakfast nook to enlarge
living area
Change the floorplan
Put in new carpet/ beige or white
Use wood floor with throw rugs
Change the wall color with paint or
wallcovering
Mirror the east wall of the living
area
Add wall hangings
Use blinds for the windows
Custom made draperies
Upholster furnishings to give pattern
and texture
Purchase additional furnishings to go
with the existing furnishings
Purchase new furnishings/ sofa and

Number Responding

5
2
13
1
15
I
1
1
3

3

chairs
Make major furnishing purchases as
budget allows
Use innovative lighting

^
3

Accessorize
Change the color scheme
Enlarge the master bedroom and bath to
include the area over the garage

4

2
1
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TABLE 12
COMMERCIAL DESIGN PROBLEM

Problem Solving Steps

Number Responding

1.

Meet with client/ interview

8

2.

Research

1

Establish image and concept of space

4

Determine preliminary alternatives

3

Interview personnel

1

Determine preliminary alternatives

5

Select colors, furnishings

5

Determine specifications

6

4.

Presentation, client approval

8

5.

Revisions, if needed

1

6.

Contractors bid for work

2

7.

Sign contract/ obtain deposit if re-

3.

quired
8.

Develop working drawings and specifications

9.

4

Supervise installation

-^
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TABLE 13
COMMERCIAL DESIGN PROBLEM

Software Design Alternatives*
Office landscape/ open plan
Theme of furnishings/ spatial planning
Space flow and traffic circulation
Increase of budget
Have reception area facing the elevator
lobby
Place main offices of attorneys and
secretaties along window wall
Develop color scheme around furnishings
Lease additional space
Change the floorplan

Number Responding
3
3
3
1
1
1
2
1
2

Hardware Design Alternatives
Acoustic control system
Lighting requirements
Fabrics for wallcoverings and floorcoverings
Design built-in shelving and cabinets
Use conference table and chairs for
the work area
Install rear entrance/exit

1
1
2
^
2
^
1

*Software is the information leading to a design,
and hardware is the actual functioning elements and materi
als of the system (5:255).

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS,
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary of the Study
The practice of interior design is varied, ranging
from design services offered by individual designers to
services provided by large design offices.

The two basic

categories of interior design are residential and commercial design.

Residential design is concerned with the de-

sign of homes and living spaces, while commercial design
is the design of offices, institutions, and other public
spaces,
The comparison of different methods which interior designers utilize in working with residential and commercial clients was the major purpose of this study.

In-

formation was obtained from members of the Texas Chapter
of the American Society of Interior Designers.
In early danuary, 1979, a questionnaire was mailed
to each member listed in the 1978 directory of the Texas
Chapter of the American Society of Interior Designers.
There was a response rate of 17 percent.
Responses of designers who did participate in the
survey were transferred to data cards for computer analysis.
c

0
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Analysis of the data included frequency distributions,
Pearson's product moment coefficient of correlation, and
t-tests.

Although there was only one hypothesis, there

were five parts to the hypothesis which were tested separately.

A significant difference was found for one part

of the hypothesis.

There was a significant difference at

the .05 level between designers who spent most of their
time in residential design and designers who spent the majority of their time in commmercial work for budgets of
commercial projects.

Therefore, the alternative hypothe-

sis was accepted.
Summary of the Findings
Few designers specialized in one type of interior
design.

Most spent a greater percentage of their time in

residential design.

The majority of designers worked in

a business office outside their home.

Those who operated

their own business had at least one person in their employ,
most often a secretary or bookkeeper.
Methods of charging for design services were
varied.

Most designers charged a design fee and percent-

age rate.

As part of their design service, designers in-

cluded retail sales to clients.

Budgets for design pro-

jects varied according to the type of project.

The cost

range for residential projects tended to be lower than for
commercial projects due to the scope and size of the proj act.
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Designers most often established new clients
through personal referrals from previously satisfied clients or business associates.

Therefore, the reputation

of their work and design business was a factor in the esstablishment of new clients.

Most clients were educated

professionals concerned with the design of their interiors- -res idential and commercial.
Education was an important factor in the training
of the interior design professionals.

Although not a

strict requirement, most of the respondents had a college
education with a major in Interior Design.

Organizations,

including the National Society of Interior Designers, that
are members of the National Council for Interior Design
Qualification require one of the following:
1. Five year degree in Interior Design or allied
field of design plus one year practical experience
2. Four year degree in Interior Design or allied
field plus two years practical experience or three
year certificate in Interior Design plus three years
practical experience
3. Two year certificate in Interior Design plus four
years practical experience or one year of Interior
Design education plus five years practical experience
4. High school diploma plus six years practical experience.
(3)
Six respondents of the survey attended Parson's
School of Design and the New York School of Interior Design, both in New York.

Most designers received a degree

in interior design from universities in the state of Texas,
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with the majority attending the University of Texas in Austin.

Other universities in Texas attended by interior de-

signers included Texas Tech University, North Texas State
University, and Southern Methodist University.

A complete

list of universities attended by respondents may be found
in Appendix B.
Steps in the problem solving process were used in
varying degrees by designers when approaching a design
problem.

The determination of the problem and alternatives

for the solution were the strongest links, while the supervision and evaluation of the design were the weakest steps.
Conclusions
Conclusions from the study were based on the review of literature and results of the survey.
1.

Most participants in the survey had a high

level of education in the field of interior design.

The

review of literature indicated that designers also needed
to be knowledgeable in related design fields and business
methods.
2.

Residential design still provides a large

amount of opportunity for interior designers.

Designers

who spend the greatest percentage of time in residential
design usually work in a small design office or retail
establishment.

They usually handle commercial projects

of limited scope.

Those who spend the majority of their
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time in commercial design are usually employed in large
design offices or firms and have the manpower and facilities available to handle projects of greater scope.
3.

Indicated in readings for the study, designers

could be suffering from poor business practices.

By sharing

techniques and methods with one another, designers could
be able to establish specific guidelines for business
management.

The aid of a professional business manager

could improve professional management of the designers' business.

Professional magazines such as Interior Design have

begun to deal with business needs of interior designers.
4.

Designer membership in professional organiza-

tions could aid in promoting professionals who are educated and qualified to practice interior design.
Rccommendat ions
The following recommendations are proposed based upon
the review of literature, findings and conclusions of this
study.
1.

Interior design entails more than just choosing

colors and furnishings as was found in the review of literature.

It is a creative art involved in solving design

problems for people.

The designer should be familiar with

the design process and utilize it in his design work.

Al-

though the design process will not make the designer produce "good" designs, if he is a poor designer; the process

|0f^>
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could allow the designer to fully use resources and information available to him.

Through all phases of the design

process, the designer should communicate and work with the
client in order to reach the best solution for the design
project.

Educational programs should place emphasis on the

use of the design process by interior designers in professional practice.
2.

Many interior designers seem to be specialized

in their design philosophies.

Yet these designers have a

responsibility to improve the profession by improving themselves and their environment.

Designers need to establish

channels of communication with one another in an effort to
expand their understandings of design, set new professional goals, and anticipate needs and trends of the future.
Often, designers may develop a set pattern of colors and
materials for design projects.

Designers should make use

of innovative ideas in design work.
3.

Interior design as a profession is in the ele-

mentary stages of development.

While many designers have

made great strides in professional practices, there are
still a large number of "decorators" concerned with the
selling of merchandise rather than design services.

De-

signers should be informed of new techniques and methods
of professional practice to perpetuate the field of interior design.

By improving educational programs, educators
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can offer the atmosphere necessary for encouraging creative thinking.
4.

Specialization within the interior design pro-

fession may become more specific as more opportunities become available to interior designers.

To establish credi-

bility as professionals, more designers may become licensed
according to requirements of professional organizations.
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APPENDIX A: SURVEY OF INTERIOR DESIGNERS
Cover Letter, Questionnaire,
and Case Studies

danuary 2, 19 78
Dear Interior Design Professional:
I am a graduate student at Texas Tech University,
Lubbock, Texas, working toward my master's degree in
Housing and Interiors. My thesis topic, needed to fulfill
the requirements for the master's degree, is "A Comparison
of Professional Practices Used by Residential and NonResidential (commercial) Interior Designers."
This survey has been developed to obtain information for my study. Please complete this survey and return
it in the enclosed postage-paid envelope. Your response
to all questions will remain strictly confidential. All
reporting will be done by large categorization without
identifying any individual or organization. I appreciate
your time and cooperation in making this study a successful one.
Sincerely,

Gini dohnson
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1

2 3

3UHVEr OF nrzHioa DESICSJEES
PAST Al

QUSSTICNAI2E

Plaaaa answer all of tfaa foUo*«lix« <iueationa that apply to you or your Intarloz
leai«a buslaaaa by ladicatla« the aoat approprlata aaawer or iaawera,
1.

Where la your bualneas office located?
1) Hoae studio

2.

2) Bualaeaa office
outalde the hone

3) Retail eatabllahaent

K) Approxlaately what percentage of your time U aoent la reaideatlal
iaterlor deal^n?
%
'

(^)

(i-7)

3) What percentage of your tlae la apeat in non-residential or coamercial
Interior d e a l ^ ?
%

(3-10)

C) If your answers to ( A ) and (3) do not aqual 100 percent, pleaae describe
your other work and/or reeponsibllltiea and porcentagea of tiae.

(11-13)

3.

What organizations, other t.han A.S.I.U. or 1.3,5. do you belong?
(i.e. Chaaber of Gonmerce, A.I.A., ate.)

k.

Rank the following lethods for craetlag aew ollentals la the order of Its
laportance to yoxir bualaeaa.

(^14)

(l) is the aost iaportaat, {2) is n e x t , and so on.

1) Personal reference

^) Adrertlslag

2) .^efetxail fxoa other businesses

5) Other (please specify)

(15-19)

3) aeputatlon of your work
5.

What is the average age of your all ants?

6.

If you do aon-residential work, what Is the usual occupation (business) of
your cllenta?

_________^

(20)

^^^^
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7.

9.

Where l o you I n i t i a l l y aeet with a olient?
response to each of the following:

Circle the aoat appropriate
(22-26)

1) Your o f f i c e

a) uaually

b) soaetiaes

c) seldoa

d) aever

2) d l e n t ' s hoae

a) usually

b) soaetiaea

c) seldoa

d) never

3) Client'a o f f i c e

a) uaually

b) soaetiaes

c) seldoa

d) never

^) Restaurant

a) uaually

b) soaetimes

c) seldoa

d) never

5) Other
(pleaae specify)

a) usually

b) aonetlaes

c) seldoa

d) aever

Do you usually present the client with soae exaaplss of your past work?
1) yes

?) no

(27)

3) soaetiaes

Please explain:

9. ApproxLiiately how aany of your clients aia: Circle the aost appropriate
response for each.

10

11

(28-29)

1) aale

a) under 25^

b) Z5-^*S%

c) 5 0 - 7 ^

d) 75-10055

2) feaala

a) under 25^

b) Z5-^9!i

c) 5 0 - 7 ^

d) 75-100^

What type of contractual agraeaent is aost widely used with your clients?
1)

Foraal written contract

2)

laforaal latter of agreeaent

3)

other (please specify)

(31)

Is the contract uaually^
1) Coat-plua

!) Percentage

J ) Designer service based on purchases aade within t.he designer's
business.
> ) Coabiaation of the above answers.

5) Other (please specify).

(30)

Plaase explain
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12.

1) 798
13.

{22)

Do you or the office with which you work receive a retainer?
2) GO

3) soaetiaes

If you manage your own business, what is the size of your staff?
Indicate as aany as apply and give the auabor of each type of eaployee,
1) secretary

3) student

2) bookkeeper

^) other design professionals

(33-37"

5) other (please specify)

V-i.

15.

How long have you been working professionally in the field of Intarior
design?

(38-39)

When you do a presentation, what types do you 'jsually use la design work?
Indicate the nost laportant.

(i«3-^2)

l) Inforaal sketches (less than 30 laiautes spent on each)
2) Drafting including perspectives, floorplans, elevations, etc.
3) Photography
i^) Slides
5) Mixed aedia (please specify)
6} Other (please soecify)
16

To whoa do you usiMLUy give a presentation?
1) Single person or couple
2) 2 - ^ people (i.e. partners of a busiaesa)
'^) 3oard of directors
i*.) Other (plaase specify).

Coaaenta:

,
('^3-'*^)
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17.

What type(a) of advertising do you use for your business?
1) Tellow pages

it) Newspapers

2) Hadlo or television

5) All of the above

3) Magazines

6) Hone of the above

(^5-^)

7) Other (please specify)
18. What is the usual budget of your design projects?
A. Healdential:

(^7-50)

3. Coaaercial:

1) under $1,000

1) under ?5,000

2) $ l«0OO to $ 5,000

2) I 5,000 to $15,000

3) $ 5.001 to $15,000

3) $15,001 to $30,000

^) $15,001 to $30,000

k) $30,001 to $45,000

5) $30,001 to $Ao,ooo

5) $45,001 to $60,coo

6) over $i*0,000

6) over $60,000

19. What is your level of completed education?

(51)

1) High school
2) Junior college
3) College or university (please give the naae)

_4) Graduate school (pleaae naae)_
5) Trade school (please name)
6) ether (pleaae specify)
20

What type of forsal educational training have you had?
1) design (please specify type)

2) art

a) graphic

3) art history

b) interior

'*) business

c) coaaercial

5) other (plaase specliV;

d) architectural

___^____^_»_»___________

(52-5^)
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PART 3: CASS ST'JDY

p r o ^ c r ^ s ; Mir.h'^
t^:^:n;nt;^ri;':^eToJ
l:

^ ' ^°" '^"* '-^* -" ^ ^ " ^ a issign solution for"-.ne
^ ^tematlve. you .ig.. ,.ve to

SPSL::?''''^^'°"'

RESIDENTIAL

a .ubu^SS^r.«^H'^*''!f i^^""' thirties have been living in a conteaoorary townhouse in
? C J A ? ^ ^"i^ential area for seven years, r.e is a certified public accountant
(GPA) with a large accounting firm. He has an annual income of 25,000 dollars. 4is
wife is an elementary school teacher with an annual ir.come of 9.500 dollars -het^
' ^ I ^ ^ ^ H " ^ " ^ -'^''^'"T '-' ^""'^^^ ^ ° ^ ^ " '
^ « ^5.0CO dollar hoie L.^o.^.l'm
^
.or which they recently applied has been approved, and tr.ey are ready to Tiake some
cnanges in t.heix nome.
They want to change t.he color scnene of the .i:ain level :y putting in r.ew caruet
and pernaps changing the wall colors. They also need assistance i:: onoo.i:^? new
t'jmisnings (a sofa and chairs) for the living area, .Ul of the walls of tna Tiain
level are wnite. The carpet is Ught green shag. The couTjle .lave two waijiut end
tables and a coffee table. They also have an armchair covered i:: '^gnt 'crown
corduroy. They prefer earth tones, 'arowns and beiges. Since .
.... ootn
.v.... like
.,. to
:nev
relax in the evenings, they want the living room to be coafortabla, as wei" as
elegant for entertaining guests and friends. They have no caildren, nor do t.-ey
plan to have any in the future. They would like the remodeling to ':e flalshed
in two or three sont.ha.

SAP^AGS

— T ^

1 ST.

—

a Nc

"0

GO.'^MEHCIAL
An attorney with lis own firm wants you to design -^s new of'c-s in .
w L T % " r " ' " : ' " '"''" ="'^'^"^- -^^ ^ - ' - " - ^ ^ .^^-heLf-coSlerlpLe
with -^00 square feet on the 30th floor. There is an excellent vis.,
'
...e client has been a practicing lawyer for aLaost twenty years a.id is
now in his early fifties, ha has run his own firm for ten ^eiri
HisItl?'
include three associate attorneys, four secretaries, a receotSnlst L J f ^
d^ri^^^H^'?"^?"* - - ° " ""^ ^°''^^ university law school). The firm ^usually
deals with Civil case, such as divorces, debts, land disoutes, and oh'"d
supports. The client 'nas an average annual income of 55",000 dollars
..e would like you to include a room for his extensive law ^ibrar. conference rooa, deposition room, reception area, and offices --or *-e ^-or-eys
and secretaries in tr.e office design. :-!e already has f^urnisnings ^cr^all of
the spaces except the associate attorneys' offices and :tis own office sisace
.-le nas sep a budget of 60,000 dollars for the project, and would like to ^ove
inwo the new offless within eight months to a year.

APPENDIX B: UNIVERSITIES ATTENDED BY DESIGNERS

University

Number of Designers

Interior Design
Universities in the State of Texas
Abilene Christian University

1

Baylor University, Waco

2

North Texas State University,
Denton

3

Southern Methodist University,
Dallas

3

Texas C h r i s t i a n

University,

F t . V/orth

2

Texas Tech U n i v e r s i t y , Lubbock

"

Texas Women's U n i v e r s i t y , Denton

1

U n i v e r s i t y of Texas, Austin
Total

2_i
40

Out of State Universities
Central Missouri State University

1

Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa

1

Fashion Institute of Technology,
New York

-'•

Gulfport College, Gulfport, Mississippi

1

Iowa State University

^

Kansas State University

1
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APPENDIX B - C o n t i n u e d

University
•^'
Out o f S t a t e

XT u
r r, •
Number o f D e s i g n e r s
Universities

L o u i s i a n a Tech

i

New York S c h o o l o f I n t e r i o r Design

2

Ohio S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y

1

Ohio S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y ,
Ohio

Athens,
1

Oklahoma State University

1

Oklahoma University

1

Princeton University

1

Parsons School of Design

1

School of Art Institute of Chicago

1

University of California in Los
Angeles (UCLA)

1

University of Chicago

1

University of Illinois

1

University of Michigan

1

Wichita State University

1

Woodbury College, Louisiana
Total
Architecture
Oklahoma State University

_J^
22

/o

APPENDIX B —Continued

University

Number of Designers

Architecture
Rice University, Houston, Texas
Texas A § M University, College
Station

2

University of Texas, Austin

1

Total

Graduate School

5
Undergraduate
Work

Number Designers

Pratt Institute

Texas Women's
University

Parsons School

Rice University
--Architecture
New York School
of Interior Design
Iowa State University

of Design

Oklahoma State
University

University of Texas

University of
Michigan
University of
Texas

1
University of Texas

Total

1
1

Ohio University
Trinity University

1

Baylor University

1_

9

